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(ABSTRACT)

Many small scale agricultural operations such as greenhouses, peanut drying and tobacco curing,

, use significant quantities of thermal energy. Direct combustion of biomass is a potential source of
heat energy for those agricultural applications to substitute for the electricity or fossil fuels (princi-

‘ pally LP gas) currently used. However, small scale combustion equipment often operates with low

eiliciency and high emissions.

i
A prototype chunkwood combustor was installed and tested. The basis for controlling heat output,

was the modulation of air supplied to the primary and secondary combustors. Exhaust gas CO and
ii

CO2 concentrations, combustor eiliciency, and useful heat output were measured. The cleannest

bum was achieved during a forty minute test, where 50 percent of stoichiometric air was introduced

at the primary, and 170 percent at the secondary, for a total of 220 percent stoichiometric. The

overall average CO/CO2 ratio for this test was 0.084, and 0.1 is considered to be an average rating

for a combustion in a wood stove. Moreover, the efliciency during this test was 52 percent. I

Based on the analysis of the data, the following conclusions were made: (1) Primary airllow had a

signiiicant effect on the rate chunks bumed down, and thus on the rate of gas generation. (2) Small
charges were easier to gasify at a uniform rate, and control of a combustion event was improved

by buming smaller charges. (3) Some number of consecutive bums would produce a relative steady

state condition in the secondary chamber, and a maximum combustion efliciency.
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Chapter 1

Introduction °

Producing energy from wood is an ancient practice. Until 1890, wood was the largest single source

of energy in the United States. The use of wood to produce energy was ignored as an energy re-

source in the post World War 11 period, and declined steadily until the early 1970s. The dramatic

increase in conventional fuel prices in the 1970s and 1980s triggered a phenomenal rebirth in the

use of wood for energy.
U

In 1983, approximately 10 percent of all residential energy, and 8 percent of all industrial energy,

used in the United States came from wood (EIA, 1984). The increased use of wood for energy was

strengthened by the 1973 oil crisis and subsequent increases in petroleum costs. Even with present

petroleum prices, wood fuel is competitively priced in many locations, particularly in New England,

portions of the Southeast, and the Pacific Northwest (Bulpitt and Walsh, 1986). It also offers a

secure domestic energy source, environmental advantages, and a relatively stable price. Wood has

had stable pricing over the past ten years, and is expected to become increasingly cost-competitive

with fossil fuels (Chiang and Clifton, 1981). Clearly wood fuel is once again an important energy

Ä
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source and, with decreasing oil and gas supplies, can be expected to become an even more impor-
tant future energy source.

The challenge to the forest products industry is to come closer to total energy self-sufficiency by
utilizing the part of the total forest biomass which is currently wasted. This industry is in an envi-
able position because it is one of the few industries having the potential to approach self-sufficiency,
and its energy resource base is renewable.

In agriculture, thexmal energy is needed in many farm applications especially for heating buildings

and drying grain. The current energy source for these farm operations is electricity or fossil fuels,

principally LP gas. Biomass fuels are a potential alternative energy source in Virginia, if a means

for collection and conversion can be developed, which will fit into current agricultural operations.

/
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Chapter 2

Objectives

The overall goal of this study was the installation and operation of a prototype chunkwood

combustor to heat a 335 mz laboratory building with atmospheric hot water. The specific objectives
of this study were: .

i

l. To experimentally determine the control of primary and secondary combustion air to achieve

maximum combustion efficiency. ‘

2. To measure the overall efiiciency, defined as the ratio of heat energy in the exhaust gas stream

divided by the higher heating value of the fuel.

3. Investigate the reliability of the combustor and controls.
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i Chapter 3

Literature Review

3.1 Chunkwood

Chunkwood can be defined as short, thick pieces ofwood produced by a cutting action. In the über

direction, they are 5 to 25 cm long and range in cross-sectional area from about finger-size up to

entire discs equal in diameter to the material being reduced (Arola et al., 1983). Chunkwood par-

ticles result only when the material feed and severing of wood by sharp knives, or blades are con-

trolled. Wood chunkers, therefore, differ from other types of wood comminutors such as

hammermills, shredders, grinders, and crushers where the act of comminuting wood is done ran-

domly, and the resulting particles have a very wide size distribution.

The researchers at the USDA North Central Forest Experiment Station in Houghton, Michigan,

have studied the process of taking a tree apart (Sturos et al., 1983). Whole·tree chipping has been
a standard way of cutting small trees, culls, tops, and branches down to size so they can be burned
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. or made into particle board. Engineers have found that chunking wood has some definite advan-
tages over chipping. Some of these advantages are summarized below.

• Chunking takes one-third the power required for chipping. This means the field machines can
be of smaller size and therefore lower cost.

• Chunkwood has a higher bulk density, and therefore requires lower volume transport vehicles,
and requires less storage space.

• Chunkwood dries better than chips in outdoor storage piles.

” • Dry chunks of wood the size of large pieces of coal bum well, probably because the cracks
which form during chunking, aid in combustion.

Chunkwood particles are larger than chips and are about 25 percent higher in bulk density. More
fuel can be stored or transported in a given volume because of the higher bulk density (Arola et al.,
1983). Table 1 compares the energy required to chunk and chip three different species of wood.
The lower energy required for chunking is a significant advantage because of the potential lower

petroleum fuel consumption in the harvesting phase. .

Chunks have larger interparticle voids and appear to dry faster when stored under ambient drying
conditions (Sturos et al., 1983). Air circulates freely through large spaces which separate chunks,

whereas chips compact, thus preventing good air movement. Also, small cracks that form in each

chunk as it is sheared off the log increase air circulation even more. Sturos et al. (1983) performed

two exploratory drying experiments to verify whether chunks, with their much larger interparticle
voids, dry more readily than chips. In one experiment natural convective ambient air to dry chunks

and chips was used, and they found that chunks dried much faster than chips. In another exper-

ixnent forced ambient air to dry chunks and chips was used, and chips dried a little faster than

chunks. However, the chunks offered much less resistance to forced air flow and thus required less
fan energy. 4
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Table 1. Energy comparisons for chunks versus chips from Arola et al. (1983).

Species Machine energy required Energy ratio
(kW-min/ma of material) (percent)

cchvchiichsi chips chhhhs/chips
Aspen 37 100 37
Red Maple 55 145 38
Sugar Maple 66 200 33
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Whole-tree chips are widely used today mainly because they are readily available in large quantities

due to the commercial introduction and widespread use of whole-tree mobile chipping machines.

Although conventional whole·tree chips can be successfully combusted in solid fuel boilers, they

are not necessarily the most desirable form for wood as a solid industrial fuel. For example, they

tend to have high solid particulate emissions because of high flue gas velocities when bumed in in-

dustrial scale combustors. Additionally, chips tend to layer and thereby restrict the flow ofunderfire

combustion air. Pulp-size chips also cause bridging problems, have a low bulk density, and layer

closely when stored in piles, which restricts the movement of air necessary for natural drying. This

lack of venting in chip piles also contributes to heat build·up and a resultant fire hazard.

The amount of moisture contained in wood fuel significantly affects the amount of useful energy

available from it. On a per unit mass of wet fuel basis, as the water content increases, the wood

fiber content (energy) decreases. Secondly, during combustion a portion of the energy contained

in the wood fiber is used to yaporize and superheat the water contained in the wood. This energy

is lost up the stack in the form of superheated steam. These vaporization losses together with se-

veral other losses are accounted for by a term called "boiler thermal efficiency", a ratio of heat in

to heat out. Sturos et al. (1983) calculated useful heat (to steam) and noted the effects of drying by

assuming typical boiler efficiencies. He found that when burning dried sugar maple with 20 percent

moisture content (w.b.) instead of green sugar maple with 34 percent moisture content (w.b.), the

useful heat to steam increased 30 percent from 9,140 kJ/kg of fuel to 11,860 kJ/kg of fuel. Because, ·

as previously noted, chunks dry faster than chips, if given the same drying treatment before burning,

chunks would be drier, and therefore produce more useful heat than chips. Dried fuel has many

benefits over wet fuel. Heating values are higher, boiler efficiencies are increased, existing boiler

capacities can be increased or new boiler size can be decreased, and stack emissions are reduced

(Haygreen, 1981).
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3.2 Applications in Agriculture

Increase in the cost of fuel for crop drying, and declining net retums for production, have generated
farmer interest in altemate fuel sources to reduce production costs. Primary interest has been in theC
use of wood, since it is abundantly available in the Commonwealth of Virginia. .

Many small scale (less than 10 GJ/h) agricultural operations use large quantities of thermal energy
for intennittent periods of time. Examples are heat energy for greenhouses, poultry brooding and
housing facilities, peanut drying, almond drying, tobacco curing, and in some instances hay drying.
Clean combustion is desired for these applications from an environmental standpoint, but it is not
essential from an application standpoint. However, other applications where the exhaust comes

into direct contact with the product require a clean exhaust. For these applications, the exhaust

from gasification-combustion of biomass can potentially be substituted for LP or natural gas be-
cause biomass is a clean fuel (low in sulfur, ash, toxic minerals). The suggestion is that a properly
adjusted two·stage combustion will produce an exhaust as clean as a LP burner. An example is the

commercial use of com cobs to dry seed com (Bozdech, 1980).

Several biomass systems have been designed and constructed for agricultural applications in the

Southeast. A mobile wood-fired, hot water heating system for drying peanuts and grain, and resi-

dential heating, was installed and tested in 1982 (Lambert et al., 1982). The two·stage combustor

and firetube heat exchanger was primarily designed as a supplemental heat source for peanut and

grain drying. Water was heated in the unit and pumped to the heat exchangers located in front of

two crop drying fans, one at each end of two separate four-trailer drying systems. One of the heat
exchangers at one four-trailer drying system was portable, and could be moved to an in-bin grain

dryer. Operated for the first time to dry peanuts in the fall, 1981, the unit supplied heat which

completely cured 60 percent of the crop. At that time only one·four trailer unit was equipped with

a heat exchanger. The wood used was culled hardwood supplied from the farm. When the two-

stage burner was installed it operated well when fired at capacity with a fuel charge added every 3
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to 4 hours. Bumer operation appeared to be further irnproved by certain modifications such as
relocating the secondary air inlet nearer to the center of the firebox.

Another wood-fired, hot water heating system for curing tobacco and drying grain was tested by
Lambert et al. (1982). It incorporated a commercial water-tube boiler, an insulated water storage

tank, and a piping network to 10 bulk tobacco curing bams. Water was continuously circulated
through the system with a single pump. Thermostatically controlled motorized globe valves at each
bam permitted water to flow to commercial water·to-air heat exchangers. The boiler was manually
fired with wood approximately every four hours. Despite certain operational problems in 1980,
such as considerable heat loss from uninsulated pipes, the overall concept was promising. With

minor modifications high overall efficiencies could be achieved.

Applications of multipurpose biomass systems for crop drying on farms offer a wide range of op-

portunities. Although farmers may take some risk when investing in previously untried equipment,

the opportunity for profit increases with each petroleum fuel price increase. Lambert et al. (1982)

reported that the use of wood as a renewable energy source can reduce fuel cost by as much as 75

percent. These operating cost savings can contribute to the retirement of the higher fixed cost of

wood-fired equipment, as compared to direct-fired gas bumers.

3.3 Combustor Efficiency

The combustor efficiency has been calculated in different ways by several investigators. Most of

these calculations were based on an estimation of the amount of heat loss either by radiation or

other types of losses. The combustor efiiciency was calculated according to Hughe’s definition of

boiler efficiency with the assumption that the combustor is an open system with no work done

(Wahby et al., 1981). At the steady state conditions the heat of reaction AHR is given by:
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^HR=Hc+(H1>‘HR) .[3.1]
= Hc + (HP2 ‘ Hm) — (Hm * HR0)

where,

I
HC = heat of combustion, (kJ/kg)

Hp, = enthalpy of products at stack temperature, (kJ/kg) .

HPC = enthalpy of products of reference temperature 25°C, (kJ/kg)
I

HR, = enthalpy of air (reactants) at entrance temperature, (kJ/kg)

HRC = enthalpy of air (reactants) at reference state of 25°C, (kJ/kg)

The efficiency of the combustor expressed as percent is:

H H — H8, = J—%i_IB\-;—ä X 100 [3.2]

where,

HHV = higher heating value of the fuel, (kJ/kg)

II I
Singh et al. (1980) defined combustor eiliciency as the ratio of the heat available for use to the total :
heat released in the combustor. In mathematical form: I

I
I
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_ sensible heat in stack gas8° _
heating value of fuel as fired

[3.3]
m cp AT

- Heating Value

where,

m=mass of stack gas, (kg/kg of fuel fired)

cp = specific heat of stack gas, (kJ/kg °C)

AT = temperature difference between stack gas and combustion air, (°C)

Payne et al. (1984) calculated combustor efficiency by using two techniques: the mass and energy

balance, and the enthalpy method. Using a mass and energy balance on the system the combustor

efficiency was calculated as:
I

6 = ·—+———-——-—-——— .° mb (1 — XM)^1‘1NET

where,

in, = mass flow in stack, (kg/s)

rn, = mass flow of air through fan, (kg/s)

rnb = wood chip combustion rate, (wet kg/s)
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XM = wood chip moisture mass fraction, wet basis, decimal

AHNET = net heat of combustion, (kJ/dry kg)

T,,, = secondary combustion charnber temperature, (°C)
u

T, = ambient air temperature, (°C)

cp = specific heat of exhaust gases, (kl/kg °C)

The efficiency defined by Equation (3.4) is essentially a ratio of sensible energy above ambient

temperature exiting the secondary combustion charnber to net energy of fuel entering the

combustor. A11 of the variables in Equation (3.4) except cp can be measured during a combustion

experiment.

A second technique for calculating efiiciency of the combustor was developed by Payne et al. (1984)

based on enthalpy. This technique uses the gross heat of combustion, ultimate analysis, and

moisture content of wood chips to calculate the enthalpy of the reactants, HR. The dry gas basis

was used with the ultimate analysis. Moisture content of wood chips was used to calculate the wet

gas composition. The enthalpy of the wet gas or products, Hp , at the secondary combustion

chamber temperature was calculated using the technique reported by Payne et al. (1984). Sirnilarly,

the enthalpy of the products at ambient temperature, HPAMB, was calculated. Efficiency based on

enthalpy was thus defined as:

8 = [3 5]C HR "

HPAMBwhere,Chapter 3 12 ,



I
HPAMB = enthalpy of the products at ambient temperature, (k.l/kg)

Finally, Ince (1979), stated that the efficiency of a wood combustor system, defined as k.l output
in steam per kg of wet wood input, is determined by opportunities for heat loss. Heat may be lost
in the following ways:

1. Loss in dry stack gases (L,) -

2. Loss in moisture from fuel (L,)

3. Loss in moisture from hydrogen in fuel (L,)

4. Loss from incomplete combustion (L,)
I

5. Loss by radiation, conduction and convection (L,)

Ince (1979), found that the kJ loss per kg of wood may be estimated for each of the pathways listed

above using the following formulas:

L, = 2.33 (T, — T,) (1 - MC) [1.44(PEA) + 1.56]

L, = 2.33 MC [970 + (212 - T,) + 0.46(T, -212)]

L, = 1.26 (1 — MC) [970 + (212 — T,) + 0.46(’I',-212)]L,

+ L, = 0.04 HHV (1 — MC)
:where,I
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L,, L2, 1.,,, L4, L, = loss in kJ/kg of wet wood

T, = initial fiiel and air temperature, (°F)

T, = stack gas temperature, (°F)

MC = wood moisture content, wet basis, decimal

HHV = higher heating value in kJ per dry kg of wood ‘

PEA = percent excess air

3.4 Gasification

Gasiiication, the process where a solid fuel or biomass material is converted into a gaseous fuel, has

been known for at least 200 years. The practical application of gasitication of peat or coal in steel
making was described as early as 1843. By the end of the nineteenth century, most large European
and American cities had coal gasiiication works for the production of illuminating and cooking gas.
By the early 1880s, it had been shown that internal combustion engines could operate, at least for
short periods, on coal, charcoal, or wood gas. However it was not until the early 1970s, when rising

petroleum prices prompted researchers to take another look at gasiiication of biomass as an alter-
native renewable energy source.

Several types of gas generators have evolved over the years including the updraft, downdraft,
crossdraft, and fluidized bed. Perhaps the oldest of these is the updraft design. In this system the
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I
material to be gasified is introduced through the top of the gasifier while air is introduced through I
the bottom, where partial combustion and gasification occur. The gas is drawn up through the
ungasified material and out of the top. This design that often produces an abundance of partially
gasified materials known as tars, was extensively used in most of the coal-fueled municipal and in-
dustrial gasifiers of the last century. The downdraft gasifier is similar to the updraft, but is more
complicated. The air is introduced above the gasification zone, and the gas is drawn out the bottom. ' _

Since the gas passes through an area of relatively high temperature in the combustion zone, less
partial gasification occurs and therefore less tar formation. The reduced tar output makes the
downdraft gasifier better suited for engine-gas production.

Crossdraft gasifiers are a cross between the updraft and the downdraft. They embody the simplicity
of an updraft gasifier but with a considerably better gas quality. However, they are not able to
produce the quality of gas that the downdraft is capable of and are subject to abrupt changes in gas

quality from bridging and ash entrainment.

The fluidized bed gasifier is a comparatively recent innovation with demands and capabilities that

are much different from the other types. Whereas the first three generally require fuel at least as large
as small chips, the fluidized bed can gasify material as small as sawdust or sander dust. The fuel
can have a higher moisture content than is possible with the other units. In the fluidized bed gasifier,
the fuel and air along with a hot inert medium such as sand are introduced through the bottom of

the gasifier where the reaction takes place. Because these units require a high degree of control they
· would not be suitable for on·farm applications. I

After reviewing the literature on current biomass combustion equipment , it was concluded that
downdraft gasification with an adjacent gas combustion charnber offered the best chance of an ex- I
haust clean enough to be used for direct drying of crops. The richest gas is obtained when a given I
amount of primary air contacts the largest possible surface area of fuel, giving an advantage to I
smaller pieces of fuel, up to the point where the particles are so small that layering givesexcessiveresistance

to airflow. I
I
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The thermochemical conversion of biomass to heat is similar for all of the gasifier·combustors.

Biomass is partially oxidized in an oxygen (air) starved firebox yielding a combustible gas, and then

air is added to complete the combustion of the gas in a second, closely adjacent, chamber. The

mechanical configurations for accomplishing gasification-combustion are quite diverse, though the

flow streams are similar. Several configurations of gasifier-combustors have been researched for

crop drying (Bozdech, 1980; Payne et al., 1981; Payne and Alphin, 1984; Morey et al., 1984; Richey

et al., 1982). These gasifier types (updraft and downdraft) are limited to fuels such as comcobs and

woodchips which are relatively free Howing and have a low resistance to air How. Williams and

Horshfield (1977) studied the gasifications of a variety of biomasses in a downdraft gasifier and

concluded that "as the size of the fiiel decreases, gasification in the downdraft mode becomes in-

creasingly more diHicu1t". The above cited difliculties relate to gasification of small particles in

downdraft gasifiers, but no information was found on updraft gasifiers.

Payne et al. (1983) investigated a two-stage combustion technology (gasification and combustion)

for curing tobacco. The efliciency of the overall system required that both the energy output and

energy input rates be measured. The energy output was calculated from the water temperature rise

across the heat exchanger and the water How rate. The energy input was determined by measuring

the CO2 content of the exhaust and the exhaust How rate, calculating the emission rate of CO2, and

relating this to the wood combustion rate, and consequently energy input. They showed that a

decrease in the secondary combustion chamber temperature contributed to the decrease in system

efliciency. Thus, the overall thermal efficiency fell sharply with decreasing secondary temperature.

When the CO2 content of the exhaust was kept below 15 percent, the exhaust had a low carbon

content, and above 15 percent considerable carbon was present.
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3.5 Combustion

Combustion is a series of chemical reactions by which carbon is oxidized to carbon dioxide, and
hydrogen is oxidized to water. The pathways of combustion are determined largely by the structure
of any combustible molecule, particularly as it determines the location and accessibility of the car-
bon and hydrogen (Tillrnan, 1978).

Combustion of a solid fuel like wood is a very complicated process. The surface of the wood does
not ignite directly on heating, but first undergoes thermal breakdown into vapors, gases, and mists,

I some of which are combustible. The first stage, or zone of combustion defined as zone A, exists
up to 202°C. In this zone there is a slow, steady weight loss as water vapor and other non-ignitible
gases are driven 05. In zone B, (temperature range 202°C to 279°C) more gases are driven 05, and
reactions first occur to liberate heat. However, there is no flaming until higher temperatures are
reached. The temperatures in zone C range from 279°C to 502°C. Ir1 this zone gases continue to
evolve and react giving heat. At first, they are too rich ir1 carbon dioxide and water vapor to sustain

I
flame, but secondary reactions occur forming combustible gases that ignite and flame. Finally, all
the gases and tars are driven from the wood, and pure carbon (usually referred to as charcoal) re-
mains. Combustion of the charcoal occurs in zone D, and the temperature of the wood surface rises
above 502°C. Since all four! stages of combustion occur sirnultaneously, many secondary reactions
result which futher complicates combustion. Zone A, where the moisture is evaporated, is referred
to as drying. Zones B and C, where the volatiles are driven 05, are called pyrolysis. Zone D is where
glowing combustion of charcoal occurs.

Another conceptual model for solid·fuel combustion was proposed by Edwards (1974). In the
Edwards model shown in Figure 1, five reaction zones exist. The nonreacting solid zone, the con-
densed phase reaction zone, the gas phase (pyrolysis) zone, the primary (gas phase) combustion

zone, and the postflame reaction zone. Edwards found that the solid-phase reactions of heating,
drying, and pyrolysis are largely driven by fuel composition and the core’s internal heating rate.
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Figure 1. The conceptual model of solid-fuels combustion adapted from Edwards (1974). This model
includes numerous reaction zones and helps explain the complexities associated with wood
combustion.
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Moisture affects these reactions by increasing the thermal conductivity coeflicient, decreasing the
flame temperature, increasing the heat capacity of the fuel particle, and thus reducing the heating
rate to the point where char formation is favored. Edwards also stated that the gas phase reactions
involve a myriad of free radical pathways for complete oxidation of the volatiles formed. The role
of moisture in gas phase and char oxidation is less defined than the role of moisture in solid particle

pyrolysis. It may contribute to increasing concentration of hydroxy radicals and may reduce the
rate of char oxidation by decreasing the temperature of char oxidation and by smothering reactive
sites (Pompe and Vines, 1966). The role of moisture in the process, like the process of wood

combustion itself, is highly complex.

Boyette et al. (1986) developed another theoretical process for wood combustion. It consists of four
separate processes occuring at once. In the drying zone, the heat from the combustion drives off

water vapor and some waxes and resins, but is not hot enough to start the gasification process.

During startup of gasiiication, the water vapor and other materials condense on the inside walls

until the unit has warmed enough to prevent condensation. At some point, as the system warms,
equilibrium is reached, and the vapor enters the gas stream where it adds a substantial volume to

the gas. Just after the drying zone is the pyrolysis zone, defined as the decomposition or chemical
change of organic matter by heat. The boundary where pyrolysis begins is about 230°C, and can

continue up to the maximum temperature of the gasifier. At the lower temperatures (230°C to

290°C), furfural and the acids found in the top·end condensate are formed. At higher temperatures

(up to 400°C) methanol production takes place. Above 400°C, the large, organic, oxygen-containing

molecules are decomposed into products such as alcohols, phenols, various hydrocarbons, and

gases such as methane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and water vapor. In the
combustion zone air is injected through an arrangement of air holes. The combustion process,

which is basically exothermic, produces the heat needed for pyrolysis and drying. In the combustion

zone, about 20 percent of the pyrolized biomass, both solid and gases, is oxidized completely. The

other 80 percent passes through unoxidized, but in very close contact with the combusted material.
Temperatures in this area can reach higher than l095°C. At these high temperatures, the partially
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pyrolized materials, such as tars, are further pyrolized into primarily gases. The primary chemical
reactions in the combustion zone are those that favor complete combustion:

C + 02 —» CO2 + 393,790 kJ/kg·mo1 [1]

H2 + 1/202 —> H20 + 286,030 kJ/kg-mol [2]

Complete combustion of some of the other products of pyrolysis also occurs, but those reactions
are of minor importance as compared to reactions [1] and [2]. If the combustion zone is character-
ized by having an excess of oxygen, then the reduction zone can be characterized as having an excess

I of carbon. As the gases and solid materials pass out of the combustion zone, the carbon dioxide '

concentration increases and the oxygen concentration decreases. At high temperatures and high
concentrations of carbon dioxide and elemental carbon, carbon monoxide is produced. The amount

of carbon monoxide that is produced depends upon the equilibrium of the following two chemical
reactions:

C + O2 —> CO2 + 393,790 kJ/kg-mol [3]

C + CO2 —» 2CO - 172,640 kJ/kg-mol [4]

The state of equilibrium between these two reactions is affected only by temperature and pressure.
The rate at which the material passes through the system, however, can determine whether the re-

actions are able to reach equilibrium in the first place. Other chemical reactions take place in the
reduction zone other than the above two. These mainly determine the amount of free hydrogen

produced by the gasifier.

C + H20 —> CO + H2 — 131,420 kJ/kg·mo1 [5]

CO2 + H2 -> CO + H20 —- 41,220 kJ/kg-mol [6]

C + H2 -> CH4 + 74,920 kJ/kg-mol [7]
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CO + 3H2 -> CH4 + H2O + 206,340 k.I/kg—mol [8]

The water required for reaction [5] can be supplied either by the water of combustion from the
oxidation of hydrogen·bearing molecules in the combustion zone, or from moisture in the biomass
material itself. With the thermochemical conditions common to most gasiiiers, the water of com·

bustion is usually sufficient. Since the amount of hydrogen, and to a lesser extent carbon dioxide,
is determined by the concentrations of carbon and water (both of which are in excess in practice),
the goveming factor is temperature. The reaction is endotherrnic, and as such requires a net input

of heat to proceed. If sutiicient heat were available, the reaction would continue until one or an-

other of the reactants was depleted. In actual gasiiier operation, this extra heat is seldom available.

Tests have shown that secondary air injection deep into the reduction zone to develop a second
combustion zone can produce enough extra heat to measurably increase the hydrogen levels in the

resultant gas stream. An added beneiit to this secondary injection has been to decrease the levels

of partially pyrolized materials (tars), and decrease the percentage of char or unburned carbon in

the ashes.

Smith et al. (1980) studied the burning of wood in a stove. A series of very complex time-and-

temperature dependent chernical reactions accompany this burning. They reported that not only

the supply of the correct amount of air is diiiicult, but the control of the output to match a par-

ticular heating load is impossible. This difiiculty in carburetion and control is compounded by

difficulties in ignition. The pyrolysis gases from heating wood have an ignition temperature be-

tween 385°C (methanol) and 609°C (carbon monoxide). Since stove surface temperatures do not

operate in this range, much of the gas distilled from wood is vented to the chimney with the un-

desirable consequences of loss of energy, pollution of the atmosphere, and chimney condensation
l

with subsequent fire hazard. To overcome the above problems, Smith er al. (1980) reported that

the combustion zone should be kept hot and turbulent for a sufficient time to complete the re-

action.
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Flame temperature determines the quality of heat available from combustion and establishes the
maximum attainable therrnal efficiency of converting the useful heat into work. Tillman et al.
(1981) investigated flame temperature in wood combustion. They reported that in order to achieve
high flame temperature excess air levels must be controlled. They also found that fuel moisture
content had more influence on flame temperature than the control of excess air. Preheating air may
be more important to overall system efliciency than increasing the flame temperature. ’

In the wood·fired furnace industry flames near stoichiometric air-fuel ratios are currently used, and
are desirable whenever heat exchangers are employed to recover heat from the exhaust products.
The successful use of biomass fuels requires a good understanding of biomass flames. The com-
bustion of biomass materials with air is an irreversible thermodynamic process. The equilibrium
properties of biomass flames can be analyzed using the conservation of mass, and the first and
second laws of thermodynamics. In a practical sense, it is also subject to kinetic laws describing the
rates at which the combustion reactions can occur.

McCoy et al. (1981) prepared a model of biomass combustion based on conservation of atomic
species and the first law of thermodynamics, but did not incorporate the second law. Desvosiers
(1979) presented equilibrium composition calculations and results for the gasification of wood in
an updraft gasifier, and provided a good explanation of the equilibrium processes involved. He
indicated that the chernical species of primary interest in fuel rich wood calculations are C (solid),
CO, CO, ,CH„, H2, and HZO. Milne (1979) described the methods by which kinetic data was taken
for the precombustion, pyrolysis reactions that the biomass underwent, and provided an extensive
bibliography of work on biomass combustion kinetics.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Set-Up

4.1 System Concept

A prototype water·heating system was built with the capacity to supply heated water at atmospheric
pressure for typical low temperature, on-farm drying applications. The desired features were the
capability of meeting a variable demand, and the maintenance of a high overall conversion effi-
ciency. Figure 2 shows a plan view of the chunkwood water-heater system. A false-bottom stoker

ur1loaded a charge (norninally 70 kg) from the fuel storage onto a conveyor, which elevated it to the
top of the combustion chamber. The wood chunks tumbled down an incline into the combustion
chamber where each charge was ignited. Airflow was adjusted such that the wood was gasified.

These gases rose into a refractory-lined turmel that connected to a triple-pass frretube heat

exchanger. The connecting tunnel was the secondary combustion chamber. Water was circulated

through the exchanger to the water storage, and from there was pumped to the heat exchanger
sirnulating demand in a crop drying or animal environment application.
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4.2 Control Strategy

The planned control strategy was similar to that for an LP gas bumer with the exception that an
LP gas burner could be turned ON and OFF for a burn of any duration. System modulation of
air supply was the simplest method for controlling heat output from wood combustion, but the
disadvantages were low efficiency and higher maintenance. The shortest burn interval was to be
one hour. A charge of fuel was to be introduced, ignited and bumed as ‘_‘hard and hot" as possible
to achieve maximum combustion efliciency. Excess heat generated above that required by the load I

(demand) would be stored in the water tank. At rated output of 500 MJ/h the unit would burn
one charge each hour. Tum·down would be achieved by spacing the bums apart in time. De-

pending on the heat demand the burns could be spaced apart fifteen minutes, or perhaps as much
as four hours. However, it might be advantageous to operate with small charges bumed "back~
to·back" rather than larger charges spaced further apart.

4.3 Stoker Design ·

The stoker design developed by League et al. (1984) at the Agricultural Engineering Department
of Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University is shown in Figure 3. The fuel magazine had a

false bottom which was retracted by two hydraulic cylinders (7.6 cm bore, 1.2 m stroke).

Chunkwood collapsed onto the floor of the magazine, was pushed off this floor as the false bottom

moved forward, and felt into the hopper. The conveyor was started prior to the stoker, and the
speed set to prevent an accumulation of chunks in the hopper. Thus, a flow of chunks into the top
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of the gasiiier was obtained. The role of the false-bottom stoker was to separate a fuel charge from
the remaining fuel in the magazine. Hydraulic power for the stoker cylinders was supplied with a
3.7 kW electric motor driving a gear pump (displacement 21.3 cm3/rev ). Flow from the pump
passed through a solenoid actuated directional control valve, a return-line filter, and back to reser-
voir. The false·bottom stoker was activated with two manual switches.

The fuel magazine had a 5 cm x 5 cm x 0.3 cm steel angle frame with 1.25 cm thick plywood sides.
The cross section at the bottom was 1.8 x 1.2 m and at the top it was 1.8 x 1.8 m. The depth was
1.2 m and the total wood storage volume was 4 m3 (League et al., 1984). For an estimated
chunkwood density of 350 kg/ma the total mass of stored fuel would be 1,400 kg. At the maximum
output of 500 MJ/h with a furnace consumption of 70 kg/h, the magazine would contain sufficient
fuel for about 20 hours.

4.4 Primary Combustion Chamber Construction

The construction of the primary combustion chamber was completed in the Spring of 1987. The
design provided for the six sides of the box to be built separately and then assembled together. The
four walls of the primary combustion chamber are schematically presented in Figures 4 to 7. To

orient the reader, the back was the side where the secondary combustion chamber was connected.

The front wall of the primary combustion chamber (Figure 4) had three injection ports, 1.9 cm in

diameter, located 20.3 cm apart. The injection air ports were used to provide a distribution of

primary air across the combustion chamber. Figure 5 shows the left wall of the chamber, and had

two injection ports for the introduction of the primary combustion air, and a rectangular opening

36.8 cm x 62.2 cm where the wood was introduced. The back wall of the primary combustion

chamber is shown in Figure 6. It had two injection air ports, 18.4 cm from the wall and 40.6 cm
apart, an oil burner gun 5 cm in diarneter, and a rectangular opening to the secondary combustion
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Figure 4. Front wall of primary combustion chamber (All dimensions in cm)
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chamber. The oil bumer, denoted as the "primary oil bumer", was used as the ignitor for the pri-
mary chamber and had a 1 gal/h nozzle. It was originally used in a residential fumace. Finally,
Figure 7 shows the right wall of the primary combustion chamber. There were no injection ports
on this side of the chamber, because an ash removal door occupied the space where the ports would
have been placed.

A variable speed fan was assembled to supply the primary air. Total flow was deterrnined by
measuring the pressure drop across a 7.6 cm (3 in.) diameter AMCA nozzle mounted in the supply
duct. The fan drive was designed to supply a range of airflow from 50 percent more to 50 percent
less of estimated stoichiometric air for the 70 kg chunkwood charge to lbe bumed.

A cross·sectional view of the primary combustion chamber is shown in Figure 8, and an overall
schematic in Figure 9. The primary air supplied by the fan at the left wall of the combustion
chamber flowed through a plenum around the bottom of the chamber. After splitting at the left
plenum, the air flowed into the front and rear plenums and was then injected from the different
injection ports to the bottom of the combustion chamber. The primary air distribution ports, eight
1.9 cm diameter openings, were checked and adjusted to provide an even air distribution across the

chamber. The refractory on the interior of the primary combustion chamber was cured by heating
the unit over a period of thirty hours with a linear increase in temperature from room temperature
to about 600°C. The primary chamber was insulated with 5 cm of mineral wool and covered with
18 gage sheet metal. Thermocouple probes (Chromel Alumel, ANSI TYPE K) were mounted at

ten locations in the combustion chamber walls as shown in Figure 10, and were used to record

temperatures related to both primary and secondary combustion. The temperatures at these lo-
cations were measured with a multi·channel digital thermometer (Omega Engineering Model 2166 ”

A). g

A vertical cross·section view of the primary combustor is shown in Figure ll. Dimensions of the

primary burner port, of the opening for the secondary combustion chamber, and of the chute where
the wood chunks were introduced, are indicated.
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4.5 Secondary Combustion Chamber and Heat Excharrger

The back wall of the primary combustion chamber bolted to a refractory-lined tunnel that con-
_ nected to a triple-pass frretube exchanger. The connecting tunnel was designed as a secondary

combustion chamber to burn the gases resulting from wood gasification. Although, no ignition of
gases in the secondary combustion chamber was initially planned, a "continuous flame" type ele-

~ ment was included when it became evident that a flame was needed to insure ignition. A fuel oil
gun-type bumer was selected for this igrrition. It required an entry port through the top of the
primary combustion chamber with a refractory—1ined tube reaching into the secondary chamber.
The burner was sized to introduce heat energy at 10 percent of the desired rate of heat output from
the combustor, or 50 MJ/h (approximately 0.5 gal/h fuel oil).

Figure 12, shows an isometric view of the secondary combustion chamber with cross-sectional
views indicated. The resulting sections, narnely the top view section A-A and the side view section
B-B, ·are shown in Figure 13. Ten injection ports, 1.3 cm in diameter and 6.4 cm apart, were bal-
anced to give uniform jets of air into the combustion zone. One additional port was installed mid-
way each side wall. The injection ports were sloped in such a way that air would be injected to the
secondary combustion chamber at a 45 degree angle. Air picked up heat from the refractory as it
flowed through the plenum and was injected at an elevated temperature. It therefore did not cool
the combustion zone as much as ambient air. Air was supplied to the secondary chamber by a
variable speed fan with a 10.2 cm (4 in.) diarneter AMCA nozzle mounted in the duct. Air flow,
varied with fan speed, was determined by measuring pressure drop across the nozzle.

The secondary refractory was 12.5 cm thick, and was cast as a single unit. The refractory (Phibrico
Hymor 2600) was cured by irrcreasing the heat at 10°C/h to 560°C. The refractory-lined tunnel
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?
connected to a triple pass frretube exchanger shown in Figure 14. The combustion gases passed :
inside the tubes, 16 tubes per pass 7.6 cm in diameter, giving high rates of heat transfer, while water
circulated over the outside of the tubes. Provision was made for the removal of the end plate to
clean the tubes. The gases that left the exchanger through the top, escaped to the atmosphere from
a 20 cm diameter stack. ·

Development testing began with the experimental set·up as described in this Chapter. However, at
various times during testing, certain modifications and additions were required to meet the objec-
tives of the research. These modifications are documented in the order in which they were made
at the appropriate places.
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Chapter 5

Experimental Methods *

5.1 Procedure Development

Until recently, gaseous diffusion flames, defined as the flames where the fuel and oxidizer come

together in a reaction zone through molecular and turbulent diffusion, had received less research

attention than premixed flames, despite the fact that diffusion flames have by far greater practical
applications. Perhaps the lack has been due to the fact that gaseous diffusion flames, unlike pre-

mixed flames, have no fundamental characteristic properties such as initial mixture strength and
flame velocity, which can be readily measured. Their distinctive characteristic is that the buming
rate is determined by the rate at which the fuel and oxidizer are brought together in proper pro-
portions for reaction.

As earlier discussed, the wood combustion process that took place in the combustor was a very
complex one. It involved heat transfer by conduction, convection, and radiation, chemical reaction
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in solid, liquid, and gas phases, and mass transfer by dilfusion and convection. To mathematically I

model such a complex process was impossible with the current state of knowledge. However, an

attempt was made to calculate the proper air-to-fuel ratio needed for a combustion as hard and hot
as possible. The following assumptions were made:

1. The fuel and air were both initially at 25°C.

2. The empirical formula of red oak wood, the wood used for the combustion experiments, was

C49.4¤H6.6zO4s.v4 ·

3. The molar composition of air was 79 percent N2 and 21 percent O2.

4. The product species were CO, CO2, H2, H2O , C, O, OH, H, and N2.

Based on the above assumptions a chemical reaction was written and then balanced to calculate the
proper amount of air needed to be injected when burning red oak wood. Although an initial the-
oretical estirnation was to bum 70 kg of wood per hour, preliminary reports and literature review
showed that a burn rate of about 45 kg/h was more realistic. [A 57L furnace can usually burn about
15 kg of wood in an hour]. Thus, assurning a complete stoichiometric reaction of oak wood, with
a burning rate of 45 kg/h, the required rate of air to be injected was 2.15 m3 /min. The amount
of airflow was varied when sirnulating conditions which were not stoichiometric. For example, to
obtain a test condition of 25 percent less air, 1.61 mi/min of air was required, and for a test condi-

tion of 25 percent excess air, 2.68 m’ /min was required.

A FORTRAN program, FANCAL, included in Appendix A, was used to calculate the primary
and secondary airflow. The input variables required to run this program were the ambient dry and

wet bulb temperatures, the pressure drop across the nozzle, the static pressure inside the duct, the

barometric pressure in inches of mercury, the inlet and exit nozzle diameters, and the fan speed in

rpm. The ambient dry bulb temperature was measured by placing a thermistor probe in the middle
of the air stream and measuring the resistance in kQ using an ohmmeter. The ambient wet bulb
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temperature was measured by placing a thermistor probe covered with a wetted wick in the middle

of the air stream. At insertion of the wick-covered probe into the airstream the resistance increased

to a constant value for a short time, and then decreased. The constant value was recorded as the
_ resistance corresponding to the ambient wet bulb temperature. A micromanometer (Dwyer

Microtector) with an accuracy of $0.0254 mm of water was used to measure pressure drop across

the nozzle and static pressure inside the duct. A 60 tooth gear was mounted on the fan shaft and

each tooth generated a pulse as it passed near a magnetic sensor. These pulses were counted by a

frequency counter and displayed as rpm. For a given setting of the fan speed, controlled by a vari-

able speed drive, the flow rate through the duct was obtained by running the FANCAL program.

By varying the fan speed from the lowest value to the highest value, data points necessary for cali-

bration curves were obtained. This procedure was repeated to calibrate both the primary and sec-

ondary air nozzles. Calibration curves were developed for m3 /min versus rpm and ms /min versus

pressure drop (Ap) to account for the possibility of an unpredicted back pressure effect. Initial

calibration calculations revealed that the airllow was too high to simulate test conditions of 25

percent less air. Therefore, either smaller nozzles were needed, or the test set up would have to be

modified by changing sheaves diameters, or partially restricting inlet air, to increase the pressure

drop in the duct. The smaller diarneter nozzle option was selected. A 7.6 cm (3 in.) diameter

AMCA nozzle was mounted in the duct on the secondary side, and a 6.4 cm (2.5 in.) diameter

AMCA nozzle on the primary side. For the primary nozzle the airllow range was 0.50 to 1.05

m3/min, and for the secondary, 0.88 to 2.5 m3/min. These nozzles permitted tests within the range

of $25 percent stoichiometric air. Calibration curves of airflow versus speed and airflow versus

pressure drop were developed and used for the combustion tests. These curves are shown in Figures

15 to 18.
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5.2 Secondary Burner Fuel Flow

Flow in the burner fuel line was measured with a turbine-type flowmeter (Brooks·Micro' Oval II
Model LS-41) which produced a pulse for each l cc of flow. The average rate of fuel consumption
was determined by totalling the pulses and dividing by the test time. According to the supplier, the
energy content of the kerosene fuel bumed was 34.5 MJ/L, and assuming 85 percent combustion
efficiency, the rate of heat addition was 29.3 MJ/L, or 29.3 kJ/cc.

I
5.3 Oxygen Sensor

In the very early stages of testing, it was found that an oxygen sensor would be very helpful in
understanding the consumption of oxygen. A G·cell oxygen sensor (G.C. Industries, Inc. Model
33-270) was used. The G·cell oxygen sensor was a noncatalytic electrochemical sensor which gen-
erated an electrical signal in proportion to the concentration of oxygen gases surrounding the top
sensing surface. The electrical signal in d.c. millivolts was generated across the two gold plated ter-
minals provided on the back of the sensor, with the outer terminal (near the rim) being positive
polarity. The electrical signal was linear and proportionally increased or decreased with the percent
of oxygen in the gas stream. The G-cell exhibited absolute zero signal in the absence of oxygen, and

an output of about 55 mv when exposed to atmospheric air corresponding to 21 percent O,.

Sample gases were drawn from two points. One just before entry to the secondary combustor, and
the other immediately downstream from the exit. A gas sample passed through a gas

cooler/condenser, prefilter, particulate filter, simple pump, rotameter, and the G·cell sample

chamber as shown i.n Figure 19. The gas cooler/condenser was a copper condensing coil fabricated

from 1/4 inch diameter copper tubing, followed by a drip bottle which allowed the condensed
moisture to drop out before the gas sample went to the particulate filter.
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5.4 Exhaust Gas Analyzer .

An exhaust gas analyzer was used to indicate the completeness and cleanness of combustion for the
various tests. The exhaust gas analyzer was an lnfrared model with a CO measurement rangeof 0
to 5 mole percent, dry basis, and a CO, range of 0 to 20 mole percent, dry basis. Sample gas was

continually drawn from the point located just after exit from the secondary heat exchanger, and
cooled in an ice·packed condensing coil to reduce the moisture content.

Calibration curves for both CO and CO, mole percent, dry basis were developed, using gases with

known concentrations. These curves, shown in Figures 20 and 21 respectively, were iitted by a
polynomial equation of the form:

Y=E+DX-„/A+BX+CX2 [5.1]

where,

Y = mole percent, dry basis

X = analyzer reading

For CO :

A = 0.17948029E+ 03 _

B = ·0.29184082E+ 02

C = 0.41646600E+ 00
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D = -0.9l461623E+ 00 _

E = 0.13407203E+ 02

and, for CO, :

A = 0.56440674E+ 02

B = 0.558l0052E+00
I

C = -0.12068450E·0l

D = 0.13755977E+ 00

E = 0.75083237E+ 01.

The molar CO/CO, ratio is sometimes used as an indication of the completeness of the com-

bustion. CO is one of the principle intermediate and final products of hydrocarbon combustion

(Harris, 1988). At the onset of hydrocarbon combustion, CO is produced in large quantities as an

intermediate product. Conversion of CO to CO, begins immediately, but at a very low rate until

all hydrocarbons are consumed. The low rate of conversion with hydrocarbons present, depends

on the role of OH in conversion of CO to CO, . This conversion proceeds largely through the fol-

lowing reaction,

CO+OH—»CO,+H [9]

so that CO can only oxidize to the extent that OH is present. Because, hydrocarbons also consume

OH in their breakdown at a much faster rate than CO can consume it, the presence of even small

quantities of hydrocarbons holds the OH concentration to such a low level that CO oxidation is

essentially stopped (Harris, 1988). Once the hydrocarbons are fully consumed, the OH concen-
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tration rises and CO oxidation proceeds. It has been found that the hydrocarbon oxidation phase

is very short compared to the CO oxidation phase.

When the CO concentration is low, essentially no hydrocarbons are present. On the other hand,

when the CO concentration is high, the concentration of unburned hydrocarbons could be any-

where from negligible to very large. Therefore, when the CO is low, combustion efliciency can be

fairly accurately determined from CO measurements alone. At high CO levels, CO concentration

can provide only qualitative information on combustion efliciency. A molar CO/CO, ratio isalso

used as an indication of the cleanness of the burning. Table 2 is a characterization of a combustion

in a wood stove depending on the CO/CO, molar ratio (Jaasma, 1989).

5.5 Test Procedures ” I

In preparation for each test the following steps were taken: _

• The collected ash was removed from the primary combustor and the new fuel loads were

weighted and added.

• The primary and secondary variable speed drives were set at the specified speed to produce the

required airflow, determined by measuring the pressure drop across the nozzle with the

micromanometer.

• The gas sample line filter was changed and the gas sampling system was readied.I

• The gas analyzer was zeroed and sparmed. ÄI
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Table 2. Characterization of combustion

CO/CO, ratio Combustion rating _

0.01 excellent

0.1 average
0.3 dirty
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Combustion was initiated by operating the primary burner for a time period of about five minutes,
until combustion was initiated. The secondary burner was operated continuously throughout the
duration of the test run. The temperatures at the primary and secondary combustor were recorded
every ten minutes, while the CO and CO, readings from the exhaust gas analyzer were taken every
five minutes. Finally, oxygen sensor readings were recorded every five minutes for the gas sample
drawn after the secondary combustor and every ten minutes for the gas drawn from the inlet to the
secondary combustion charnber.

5.6 Tests 1-6

The first three tests (l-3) were run with stoichiometric air while modifying the amount of air in-
jected at the primary and secondary combustors. Prior to test 4 the heat exchanger was cleaned

. by opening the end plate and cleaning the tubes with a wire brush. Tests 4 through 6 were run with
25 percent excess air. Test 3 was a repetition of test 2 performed to observe the repeatability of the
unit. Airflow injected at the primary and secondary for all six tests is shown in Table 3.

5.7 Set-up Modifications _

Prior to test 7 certain modifications were made. The gas analysis showed that the recorded mole
percent CO, would produce a burn rate much less than the 45 kg/h actually consumed. It was de-

termined that the most likely reason was a vacuum lealc, causing the sample to be düuted with room
air, and thus reducing the CO, concentration. In an attempt to correct the exhaust gas sample

problem the drip bottle was replaced by an airtight flask. The location from where sample gases
were drawn was also changed. Sample gases were now only drawn from the 20 cm diameter stack.
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Table 3. Airflow introduced for tests 1 through 6 4

Test no. Stoichiometric Primary air Secondary air Total air
(percent) (m3/min) (m3/min) (m3/min)

-

100 5 0.76 1.39 2.15
2 1.05 1.10 2.15
3 1.05 1.10 2.15
4 125 0.50 2.18 2.68

5 125 0.76 1.92 2.68

¤
125 1.05 1.63 2.68
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Two of the ten temperature probes were remounted. Referencing Figure 13, probe T, was mounted
such that the tip was at the inlet of one of the secondary air injection holes. Probe T6 was re-
mounted such that the tip extended through the refractory to the centerline of the secondary
chamber. All other probes were mounted with the tip 1 cm from the inside surface of the refractory.
Referencing Figure 10, Figure 22 is a cross-sectional view of the plane A~A at the rnidpoint of the

_ secondary combustion tunnel showing the location of the thermocouple probes.

The secondary burner was also remounted. Initially, the burner was designed to deliver the flame
at the opening to the secondary combustion tunnel, as shown in Figure 23. However, because the
flame did not reach the plane of maximum turbulence created by the injected air, the mounting
was changed to that shown in Figure 24. Six firebricks (6.4 cm by 23 cm) were installed 2 cm
downstream from the secondary injection ports. As a result, the width of the secondary tunnel was
reduced from 62.6 cm to 26 cm. With this mounting, the secondary air was channeled through the
opening, and the flame was blown downstream before hitting the floor, rather than bouncing off
the floor as was the case before the firebricks were installed. By channeling the injected air into the
region where the flame was injected, it was hoped that additional turbulence and mixing ir1 the
maximum temperature zone would improve combustion efficiency.

5.8 Measurement of Airflow Delivered by Secondary Burner

Airflow delivered by the secondary burner was measured with a vane~type anemometer. A vane-
type anemometer was chosen since it is sensitive to very low air velocities. However, the
anemometer had to be calibrated beforehand for the range of airflow rates desired. For this purpose
the seconda.ry fan setup was used. It consisted of two duct sections, a flow straightener, variable

supply fan, and a 7.6 cm (3 in.) AMCA nozzle. The rpm of the anemometer, installed in the center
of the airstrearn 7.6 cm away from the nozzle outlet, was read using a Hewlett Packard electronic
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counter. Pressure drop across the nozzle was measured with a micromanometer. A thermistor

probe was used to measure ambient temperature and wet·bulb temperature of air. These data were

used to calculate the airflow rate. By varying the fan speed from the lowest value to the highest

value, data points necessary for a calibration curve were obtained. The calibration curve for this .

vane·type anemometer, shown in Figure 25, was fitted by a linear regression equation of the form:

Y = 0.030150978 + 0.0l3l07334 X [5.2]

where,

Y = airflow, m3/min

X = anemometer reading, rpm

A teststand, shown in Figure 26, was built to measure the airflow delivered by the secondary bumer,

before it was installed. Since the structure between the burner outlet and anemometer was the same
on the teststand as it was when the burner was installed, the flow should be the same. The vane-

type anemometer was centered 7.6 cm from the end of the duct, as done during calibration, and the

setting on the bumer air vent along with the anemometer rpm readings were recorded.

The flame was observed for the eleven different settings of the bumer air vent, marked 0 to 100 on

the housing. Although the flame was projected the maximum distance out the end of the duct for

an air vent range of 20 to 40, the bumer air vent was adjusted to 20, a setting that caused the flame

to blow downstream in the secondary combustion tunnel. Referencing the anemometer calibration

curve, the secondary burner produced an airflow of 0.7 m3 /min when the burner air vent was set

on 20.
1111
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5.9 Tests 7-12

Tests 7-12 were run using red oak mill ends (not chunkwood). For Test 10, the width of the sec-
ondary tunnel was further reduced from 26 cm to 12.5 cm, to add turbulence and mixing at the
secondary combustion zone. Airllow injected at the primary and secondary for all six tests is shown
in Table 4.
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Table 4. Airflow introduced for tests 7 through 12

l
‘

Test no. Stoichiometric Primary air Secondary air Total air
(percent) (m3/min) (m3/min) (m3/min)

7 50 . 1.05 1.05 1

¤
100 0.50 1.65 2.15

_

100 0.76 1.39 2.15
100 1.05 2.15
125 0.76 1.92 2.68

12 125 1.05 1.63 2.68 g
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Chapter 6

Discussion of Results

6.1 Temperature Measured in Refractory

4 The temperatures measured at four probes during Test 1, hereafter referred to as the 35-65-l00C
test, are given in Figure 27. The 35-65-100C notation referred to the percent of stoichiometric air
introduced at the primary and secondary combustors. During this test, 35 percent of stoichiometric
air was introduced at the primary and 65 percent at the secondary for a total air injection equal to
100 percent of stoichiometric. The "C" denoted that chunkwood was the fuel form used. Similarly,
Test 12 (49-76-125M) was run with 49 percent stoichiometric air injected at the primary combustor
and 76 percent at the secondary for a total of 125 percent stoichiometric. The "M" denoted that
mill ends, scraps of oak lumber from a furniture plant, was the fuel form.

Referencing Figure 10, probe T., was located beside the primary burner and gave the temperature
at the bottom of the primary combustion (gasiiication) chamber. Probe Tw measured the temper-
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ature at the top of the primary chamber, and Probe T6 measured the temperature at the center of
the secondary combustion chamber. Temperature at T4 rose rapidly to l75°C after l0 minutes,

and then continued to rise at a relatively constant rate to a maximum of 470°C at the end of one

hour. The temperature at T6 reached a maximum of only 340°C, which confirms the suspicion that

the secondary burner flame was not sustaining secondary combustion. Temperature Tw , located

near the top of the initial chunkwood pile, achieved a maximum of ll5°C, and T1, located in the

center of the ash door (side with no primary air injection) was the lowest temperature, 80°C, at the

end of one hour. The temperatures in the primary combustor decreased rapidly with height above

the pile of chunks. Although not measured, the height of the pile on the floor of the primary

charnber at the end of a one hour bum was observed to be, ir1 general, inversely proportional to the

rate of primary airflow. With maximum primary combustion air (1.05 ms/min), each 45 kg charge

of chunks was completely bumed. However, the runs with minimum primary air (0.50 m3/min),

had up to a 14 cm depth of chunks on the floor at the end of a one hour bum. With more primary

air the chunks burned down faster and started to lose their heat generating ability before the end

of an hour. If new charges were added at the end of each hour for continuous burning, then the

gasification rate would cycle up and down. But with less primary air, and resultant slower

gasification rate, addition of a new charge would make less difference in the rate of combustible gas

generation, because the quantity of chunks would be larger, and more chunks in various degrees

of volatilization would be present.

Probe T6 was remounted such that the tip extended through the refractory to the centerline of the

secondary chamber. During the 35-65·l00M test (Test 9), a test identical to the 35-65-l00C test,

except that the secondary burner was remounted as shown in Figure 24, temperatures shown in

Figure 28 were measured at probes T1 , T4, T6, and Tw. Temperature T6 rose at a relative constant

rate to l060°C within 30 minutes, and then remained almost constant at an average value of

l020°C. Although a significant overall increase was achieved, temperatures at the secondary com-

bustion zone remained below the anticipated level. Energy Streams Inc., has designed
biocombustors with secondary combustion zone temperatures from 2000°C to 2600°C. Temper-
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atures in the gasification phase, probe Tw , were lower because of the remounting of the secondary
burner. The initial mounting of the secondary burner contributed to heat generation, and thus a
temperature rise, at the top of the primary combustor. Probes T4, and T1, recorded temperatures
similar to the previous tests.

The maximum temperature measured at each probe for tests 1-6, is shown in Table 5, and for tests
7-12, in Table 6. Test 50-0-50M (Test 7) was a preliminary test to observe the operation of the
second mounting of the secondary bumer. When stoichiometric air was introduced (Tests
23-77-100M, 35-65-100M, and 49-51-100M), the highest temperature in the secondary chamber
was achieved for Test 23-77- 100M. Moreover, Test 49-51- 100M, where the width of the secondary
tunnel was reduced from 26 cm to 12.5 cm, was the worse of all. During this test the gasification
rate was too high for clean buming in the secondary. The primary and secondary combustors be-
came very smoky and started smoking from the sides and comers. The oxygen reading at the stack
was very low, and the test had to be terminated after 15 minutes due to hazardous conditions. For
the 25 percent more than stoichiometric air tests (Tests 35-90-125M, and 49-76-125M), the highest
secondary temperature was achieved during the 35-90-125M test. Temperatures recorded by other
probes were similar for all tests.

6.2 Measurement of Oz, CO, and COz

Because of the problem of leakage of ambient air into the sampling system, the O; concentration
in the gas entering the secondary combustor, and immediately downstream from the exit, was much
higher than expected during Tests 1-6. Although it would be inappropriate to draw any general
conclusions, this could indicate that secondary combustion did not utilize the oxygen to produce

CO2. The measured O2 during the 35-65-100M test is shown in Figure 29. During this test the
stack O2 was lower, indicating oxidation of some of the gaseous compounds in the secondary
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Table S. Maximum temperature measured at each probe for Tests 1-6

Test Temperature (C)
No. Probe No.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7* 8 9 10

1 (35-65-100C)*"' 81 267 142 472 264 339 160 216 114
2 (49-51-100C)"‘* 205 449 265 592 417 502 349 350 291
3 (49-51-100C) 134 297 118 461 240 299 121 180 84
4 (23-102- 125C) 64 126 65 497 105 158 117 97 86
5 (35-90-125C) 80 201 82 407 139 204 129 130 95
6 (49-76-125C) 113 216 107 497 162 231 175 166 125

* Probe no. 7 reading in error for the first six tests. «
** Tests 35-65-IOOC & 49-51-100C were performed the same day with three hour time lag.

Because the refractory was already hot, temperatures recorded during the 49-51-100C test
were higher.

I

I1

I .
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Table 6. Maximum temperature measured at each probe for Tests 7-12 ·

Test Temperature (C)
No. Probe No.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

7 (50-0-5OM) 114 367 54 469 134 1229 123 125 56
A

78
8 (23-77-100M) 70 405 29 476 172 1307 95 89 30 55
9 (35-65-100M) 134 378 37 489 145 1061 89 123 41 64
10 (49-51-100M)* 15 132 6 161 26 998 48 32 7 10
11 (35-90-125M) 130 357 10 464 123 1205 70 108 13 60
12 (49-76-125M) 102 353 5 478 113 1033 86 96 9 54

* Test 49-51-10OM was terminated after 15 mir1utes.
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chamber. Moreover, during the time interval of 25 to 35 minutes, the oxygen concentration in the
stack was the lowest, ranging from 4.8 to 7.8 mole percent, dry basis. The above is in close agree-

ment with the temperatures obtained at the center of the secondary combustor. Temperatures,

during that time, were higher, indicating that buming was as "hard and hot" as could possibly be

achieved, with the existing parameters.

The CO; level during Tests 1-6, was much too low for a burning rate of 45 kg wood per hour.

This also indicated that the sampling system was not working correctly. CO and CO2 concen-

trations as a function of time, for the 35-90-125M and 35-65-100M tests, are shown in Figures 30

and 31 respectively. Specifically, the CO concentration for the 35-65-100M test was at least 5 per-

cent for about 20 minutes, during the time interval from 10 to 25 min. A11 CO measurements ex-

ceeding calibration full scale were reduced to the full scale measurement of 5 percent, thus reflecting
lower than actual values of CO concentration and CO/CO; ratio.

Figures 32 and 33 show the CO/CO2 ratio versus time for 35-90-125M and 35-65-100M tests re-

spectively. The results show that the burner was capable of operating quite cleanly, as it did from

40 to 60 minutes. During this interval the CO/CO2 ratio was 0.055 for the 35-90-125M test, and

0.037 for the 35-65-100M test. However, for the initial period, 0 to 35 minutes, the burner was

operating dirty for both tests.

Based on the tests nm, the cleanest combustion was achieved with stoichiometric air (35-65- 100M),

or 2.15 ms/min. The average CO/CO2 ratio was 0.364 for the first 15 minutes, 0.374 for the second,

0.094 for the third, and 0.029 for the fmal 15 minutes. The time average ratio for the entire one

hour burn was 0.227, which was the best of the six tests run with the second burner mounting.
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6.3 Forty Minute Tests

Four forty minute tests were also run. During these tests the width of the secondary turmel was
reduced from 26 cm to 12.5 cm by placing tirebricks as shown in Figure 34, in an attempt to add
turbulence and oxidize the products of gasification at the secondary combustion zone. The amount ·
of wood bumed during these tests was 30 kg, therefore the rate was the same as the previous tests,
45 kg/h. Table 7, shows the airllow distribution for these tests. The first two tests, Tests 13 and 14,
hereafter referred to as 36-170-206C and 50-170-220C, were run with chunkwood, while the other

I two (Tests 15 and 16), referred to as 36-170-206M and 50-170-220M, were run with mill ends.
From the above notation, it can be seen that these tests were run with much more excess air than _
the previous ones. The purpose was to investigate the effect of excess air on the CO/CO; ratio and
on combustor efiiciency.

The temperatures measured at the top of the primary chamber, and at the center of the secondary
combustion chamber, were similar for all four tests. During the forty minute period, the average
secondary combustor temperature was maintained in the neighborhood of 870°C, except for test
50-170-220M where it elevated to about l085°C. The temperature at the bottom of the primary
combustion (gasification) chamber, probe T4, was significantly different depending on the type of
wood bumed. When burning mill ends, temperature T4 rose to about 275°C after forty minutes,
while with chunkwood it only rose to about l50°C. This was in close agreement to what was ob-
served. Mill ends were almost totally consumed after a forty minute period, while chunks were
partially consumed. It is more likely that the gasification rate was much faster for the mill ends.
Chunks tend to burn at a slower gasification rate due to their larger particle size, and resultant
higher bulk density in the chamber. The bulk density of chunks was estimated to be 400 kg/ma,
as compared to 290 kg/mi for mill ends.

Figure 35 shows the CO/CO2 ratio versus time for the 36- 170-206M test. The plot shows that the
bumer was capable of operating quite cleanly throughout the entire run. The average CO/CO2 ratio
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Table 7. Airflow introduced for tuts I3 through I6

Test no. Stoichiometric Primary air Secondary air Total air
(percent) (m3/min) (m’/min) (m3/min)

13 206 0.51 2.43 2.94
V 14 220 0.71 2.43 3.14

15 206 0.51 2.43 2.94

220 0.71 2.43 3.14
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2 was 0.123 for the first 10 minutes, 0.011 for the second, 0.107 for the third, and 0.139 for the final
ten minutes. The time average ratio for the entire forty minute burn was 0.095. The CO/CO2 ratio

was further improved during the 50-170-220M test, as shown in Figure 36. It was 0.131 for the first
10 minutes, 0.088 for the second, 0.044 for the third, and 0.047 for the final 10 minutes. The overall

average for this test was 0.084, which was the best of all tests run. However, during this test there
was significant smoke coming out from the sides and comers of the combustors, a situation that
did not occur during the 36-170-206 test. This could indicate that excess air at the primary created

a pressure build-up.
2

The CO/CO2 ratio was significantly improved for tests run with a loading rate of 30 kg instead of

45 kg. From these results it can be concluded that it was much better to design a forty minute

combustion event rather than a one hour event. Control of a combustion event was improved when
_ burning smaller charges with a higher amount of excess air.

6.4 Combustor Efficiency

An LP gas burner is modulated by turning it OFF and ON for bums of any duration. lt has a pilot

light as a constant flame source to insure ignition. A fuel oil bumer is also modulated by turning

it OFF and ON, and it has a tranformer which delivers a continuous spark during the ON cycle to

insure ignition. Since it is impossible to turn wood combustion OFF and ON, modulation of air
supply is the simplest method for controlling heat output from wood combustion, however, the

disadvantages are low efiiciency and potentially dangerous stack deposits. A short burn interval was

selected (40 or 60 minute event), with the understanding that combustion efiiciency, as in the case

with petroleum fuel burners, would be less during the beginning and end of the burn. The beginning
and end inefficiency periods would be much longer for wood combustion, and this argues for a

r
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longer burn interval to achieve a higher average efficiency. On the other hand, a longer bum in-
terval would require a larger charge which would be more difficult to gasify at a uniform rate.

Efficiency of the combustor was calculated from Eqn. [3.3], affer adjusting for the heat added by
combustion of fuel in the secondary burner. The total sensible heat in the stack gas was given by:

1 * ‘
Qs=mcp ATdt [6.1]

O

where,

m = mass of stack gas based on total airflow, air density measurements and mass ofwood gas, (kg)

cp = specific heat of stack gas
= 1.3 k.I/kg °C [Payne et al. (1984)]

AT = difference between ambient temperature and the temperature at the exit from the secondary
combustion charnber measured at 10 min. intervals

t = test duration, (min)

The efliciency of the combustor was then:

Qssc - HHV + Mf Cf >< 100 [6.2]

where,

HHV = the higher heating value of wood, adjusted for moisture content
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a
= 17.24 MJ/kg [Jenkins et al. (1985)]

M, = total fuel consumed, (cc)

C, = energy content of kerosene, (29.3 kJ/cc) _

The calculated efficiency for tests 7-16, based on Equation [6.2] and assuming complete buming

of the wood sample, is given in Table 8. Combustor efliciencies for Tests 1-6 were not calculated

since the tip of probe T6 did not initially extend through the refractory for accurate measurement

of the exhaust gas temperature. It was evident that smaller charges with shorter burn intervals were

easier to gasify. Since temperatures at the secondary combustor remained about the same, and more
excess air was injected for the forty minute tests, the combustor efliciency for those tests was higher.

Overall, because temperatures at the secondary combustor remained low, efliciency was also lower

than expected. lf temperatures in the 2000°C range had been obtained, efliciencies in the range 80

to 90 percent would have been calculated.

Assuming that the 30 kg charge bumed at a constant average rate of 7.5 kg for each 10 minute in-

terval, it is possible to calculate a combustion efficiency, based on Eqn. [6.2], for each of the four

ten minute intervals in a forty minute burn. These calculated efliciencies are shown in Figure 37.

It is more likely that the gasification rate, rather than being uniform, vaxied during a typical test as

shown in Figure 38. The corresponding calculated efliciencies are shown in Figure 39. Note that

the hypothesized gasification rate function in Figure 38 was chosen such that the calculated average

combustion in Figure 39 is 52 percent, the actual calculated average efliciency for the 36-170-206Mtest. ·
Ä
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Table 8. Calculated combustion efliciency for Tests 7-16

Test Total Airflow Total Fuel Consumed Calculated
No. (m3/min) M, (cc) Efficiency (percent)

7 (50-0-50M) 1.75 1653 24.1
8 (23-77-100M) 2.85 1662 42
9 (35-65-100M) 2.85 1658 31.7
10 (49-51-100M)* 2.85
11 (35-90-125M) 3.38 1654 40.1
12 (49-76-125M) 3.38 1642 37.5
13 (36-170-206C) 3.64 1102 39.4 ·
14 (50-170-220C) 3.84 1095 41.1
15 (36-170-206M) 3.64 1019 40.8
16 (50-170-220M) 3.84 1022 52

* Test 49-51-100M was terminated afier 15 minutes.
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6.5 Continuous Burn Test

Measured temperatures in the refractory during a continuous burn test with charges added at 0, 60,
and 120 minutes, hereafter refexred to as 0-60-120 test, are given in Figure 40. The 0-60-120 test
was run with the same airflow conditions as Test 11. During this test, 35 percent of stoichiometric
air was introduced at the primary, and 90 percent at the secondary, for a total of 125 percent
stoichiometric. Mill ends was the fuel formed used.

Temperature T4, at the bottom of the primary combustion chamber rose at a relatively constant

rate to about 620°C in 130 minutes. After that, the temperature remained constant to an average

value of 650°C. Temperature Tw, located at the top of the primary combustor, achieved a maxi-

mum of 220°C at the end of two hours. A temperature drop of 400°C occured from the bottom to

the top of the primary combustor.

Temperature T4, measured at the center of the secondary combustion chamber, rose rapidly to

l165°C within 30 minutes. From then on temperature cycled up and down. The highest temper-

ature was achieved midways through each 60 minute burn interval, and dropped towards the end

of the interval, as wood was being consumed.
I

Temperature probe T-, measured the temperature of the secondary air as it entered the air injection

port in the refractory. The consequence of heating the refractory was shown in the increase in

temperature of the secondary combustion air. The secondary air flowed through a plenum sur-
rounding the secondary chamber refractory and was preheated by heat loss from this refractory. It

therefore entered the secondary combustion zone at a higher temperature, and a more favorable

condition for combustion ofwood gases was created. Temperature T, rose to a maximum of l30°C

at the end of eighty minutes. In the remaining minutes the temperature did not increase any further,

indicating that the secondary chamber refractory was completely heated.
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The zone in the secondary chamber where the temperature was high enough for efficient com-
bustion increased in size as the refractory temperature increased. Also, the temperature of the in-

U

jected air increased. The result of the higher temperature was more efiicient combustion. During the
0-60-120 test, calculated average efficiency was 42.2 percent during the first hour, 49.4 percent
during the second, and 55.3 during the third.

Some number of consecutive burns, four or maybe six, would produce a relatively steady state
condition in the secondary chamber, and a maximum combustion efficiency. Once this maximum
has been determined, then the consequence, or efliciency penalty, for some lesser number of con-
secutive burns can be determined. Unfortunately, resources were not available to conduct more
than a three event continuous burn test, and therefore the efficiency calculated for the third event
cannot be reported as a maximum efiiciency.

Finally, Figure 41 shows the CO and CO2 concentrations, and Figure 42 the CO/CO2 ratio for the
0-60-120 test. During this test, the CO/CO; ratio was 0.340 during the first hour, 0.348 during the
second, and 0.283 during the third. However, for the 20 lastiminutes of each 60-minute event (time
intervals 40 to 60, 100 to 120, and 160 to 180) the ratio remained below 0.1, a value considered
average as far as cleanness is concemed.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

Based on the results of this study the following conclusions were made:

1. Modulation of air supply for a combustion event of some given duration, say 40 min., was the

simplest method for controlling heat output from wood combustion, since it was impossible

to tum wood combustion OFF and ON for arbitrary length burns, as was the case for an LP

gas bumer.

2. Primary airflow affected the rate chunks burned down, and thus the rate combustible gas was

generated. With minimum available primary airtlow (0.5 m3/min), 45 kg of chunks were not

completely gasiiied after a one hour burn event. However, if more than 0.7 ma/min primary
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air was injected, a slight positive pressure was created, causing the primary and secondary
combustors to smoke from the sides and corners.

3. Forty minute combustion events were preferred over one hour events. Control of a com-
bustion event was improved when a 30 kg charge was burned in 40 minutes, as compared to
a 45 kg charge in 60 minutes. Moreover, some number of consecutive burns, four or maybe
six, would produce a relatively steady state condition in the secondary chamber, and a maxi-

mum combustion efficiency. ·

4. Temperatures at the secondary combustion turmel remained below l300°C for most of the

tests. Although the conditions needed for combustion were present, (secondary burner pro-
vided a nice flame at the secondary tunnel and necessary air was delivered at this region) gases

resulting from wood gasification did not burn as expected. Combustion efiiciencies in the

range 40 to 50 percent were obtained. If temperatures in excess of 2000°C had been obtained,

the combustor efiiciency would have been around 90 percent.

7.2 Recommendations

The following recommendations for future research are made:

1. Develop an improved variable speed primary fan with a wider range of operation.

2. Improve the way that chunks are introduced and burned at the primary combustor. A conical

combustor, simple in design, can provide even buming and air distribution. With the current

hardware, an inclined plate placed opposite to the primary bumer could assure a uniform burn
rate.
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3. Develop a better means for preheating the secondary air. It was probable that the injected
secondary air cooled the combustion zone, and this could have been one of the primary rea-
sons for failing to achieve high temperatures at the secondary combustion tunnel.

4. As configured, the system used forced draft for both the primary and secondary airflows. Be-
cause of smoky conditions, an induced draft could be added to increase output and introduce
a higher level of control.
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Appendix A
A

Program to Calculate Airflow
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C***FANCAL FORTRAN: USED TO CALCULATE THE AIRFLOW FROM A STANDARD TEST.

DIMENSION PD(lOO),SP(100),QF(100),FS(100)
COMMON/EQZ/PDI,Y,D6,RHX,EN,B,TDBD
INTEGER PCODE
EXTERNAL CFACT
WRITE(9,1)

1 FORMAT(°ENTER THE AMBIENT DRY BULB TEMPERATURE...(K-OHMS)°) I
READ(9,*)TDBA
TDBA=THERM(TDBA)
WRITE(9,2)

2 FORMAT('ENTER THE AMBIENT WET BULB TEMPERATURE...(K-OHMS)°)
READ(9,*)TWBA I

TWBA=THERM(TWBA)
WRITE(9,3)

3 FORMAT(°ENTER THE BAROMETRIC PRESSURE FOR THE TEST...(IN. HG)°)
READ(9,*)RHOB ”
WRITE(9,5)

5 FORMAT(°ENTER THE INITIAL TEST TIME...(HUNDRED HOURS)°) ·
READ(9,*)T1 ·
WRITE(10,6)T1

6 FORMAT(80(°*°),/,° TIME OF TEST = °,F6.1)
WRITE(9,7)

7 FORMAT(°ENTER THE DUCT TEMPERATURE...(K-OHMS)°)
READ(9,*)TDBD ·
TDBD=THERM(TDBD)
WRITE(9,8)

8 FORMAT('ENTER THE NUMBER OF NOZZLE PRESSURE DROP-STATIC PRESSURE
* READINGS...°)
READ(9,*)NP
DO 1S I=l,NP
WRITE(9,111)

111 FORMAT(°ENTER PRESSURE READINGS IN IN. OF WATER°)
WRITE(9,9)I

9 FORMAT(°ENTER READING NUMBER, °,I3,2X,°PRES. DROP, ST. PRESS.,RPM
*') ~
READ(9,*)PD(I),SP(I),FS(I)

15 CONTINUE
WRITE(9,11)

11 FORMAT(°ENTER THE NOZZLE INLET DIAMETER...(IN INCHES)..°)
READ(9,*)D4
WRITE(9,12)

_ 12 FORMAT(°ENTER THE NOZZLE EXHAUST DIAMETER...(IN INCHES)°)
READ(9,*)D6
PI=3.141592654
A6=PI*((D6/12)**2)/4.
NCODE=1
PCODE=O
GAMMA=1.4
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PVR=O.
PT1=0.
PT3=0.
IOCODE=0
N=1

DETERMINE THE SPECIFIC VOLUME OF THE AMBIENTAIR.J=0

RH=TWBA
CALL PSYCH(TDBA,TWBA,TDP,RH,H,W,PV,PSWB,PSDB,SPV,J)

CALCULATE THE DENSITY OF THE AMBIENTAIR.RHOA

= 1.0/SPV

DO 10

CALCULATE THE DENSITY OF AIR IN THE DUCT ORCHAMBER.RHX=

CALCULATE ALPHARATIO.R=53.35

A= ALPHA(PD(I),TDBD,RHX,R)

CALCULATE BETARATIO.B=

BETA(D6,D4,NCODE)

CALCULATE EXPANSIONFACTOR.Y=

YFACT(GAMMA,A,B)

CALCULATE ENERGYFACTOR.Appcndix
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I

EN=E(NCODE,PVR,N,PCODE)

CALCULATE REYNOLDS NUMBER AND DISCHARGECOEFFICIENT.STEP=0.0005

PDI=PD(I)
CALL ZEROUT(C1,C2,STEP,CFACT)
C=(Cl+C2)/2.0
VIS6=VISCO(TDBD)

CALCULATE FLOW RATE FOR A DUCTEDNOZZLE.20

Q=QFOUR(C,A6,Y,PD(I),RHX,EN,B)
GO TO 30

CALCULATE THE FLOW RATE FOR A CHAMBERNOZZLE.25

Q

CALCULATE THE FAN FLOWRATE.30

RHF = RHO(RHOA,PT1,PT3,RHOB,TDBA,IOCODE)
QF(I) = QFAN(Q„RHX„RHF)

Cieirvk PRINT QUT THE NECESSARY

QUTPUTWRITE(l0,14)A,B,GAMMA,RHOB,RHOA,Y,EN,VIS6,RE,C,TDBA,TWBA,TDBD
14 FORMAT(80(°*°),/,° ALPHA FACTOR = °,E13.6,/,° BETA FACTOR = °,El3.

*6,/,° GAMMA FACTOR = °,E13.6,/,° BAROMETRIC PRESSURE = ',E13.6,/,
4* ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE = °,El3.6,/,° EXPANSION FAcTOR = ',E13.6,/,

_ *° ENERGY FACTOR = °,E13.6,/,° AIR VISCOSITY = °,E13.6,/,° REYNOLDS
* NUMBER = °,El3.6,/,' DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT = ',E13.6,/,° AMBIENT
*DRY BULB = ',F5.l,/,' AMBIENT WET BULB = ',F5.l,/,° DRY BULB AT PL
*ANE 4 = °,F5.1,/)

WRITE(l0,13)PD(I),SP(I),QF(I),FS(I)
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13 FORMAT(° PRESSURE DROP ACROSS NOZZLE = ',F5.3,/,° DUCT STATIC P
"'RESSURE = ',Fs.6,/,' FAN AIRFLOW = ',F10.2,/,°FAN SPEED = °,F9.2*„/„80(°*°)„///)

10 CONTINUE
STOP
END

Cidde ALPHA RATIQ CALCULATIQN

THIS FACTOR IS THE RATIO OF ABSOLUTE NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE TO ***C*** ABSOLUTE APPROACH PRESSURE. ***C·:’c~kv'c *1:*

INPUT VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. DELP = PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL ACROSS THE NOZZLE, IN. WATER. ***C*** 2. TDX = DRY·BULB TEMPERATURE IN PLANE ·X, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. ***
0*** PLANE·X IS PLANE·4 FOR DUCT APPROACH, OR PLANE·5 FOR ***
C*** CHAMBER APPROACH. ***
C*** 3. RHX = FAN AIR DENSITY,LB/CU.FT. · ***. C*** 4. R = GAS CONSTANT, 53.35 (FT-LB)/(LB R) FOR AIR ***Q1'¤*cv'c ·k·kic

RETURNED VARIABLE: ***
C*** 1. ALPHA = DIMENSIONLESS. ***(jicvwcFUNCTION

ALPHA(DELP,TDX,RHX,R)
F1=5.187*DELP
F2= RHX*R*(TDX+459.7)
ALPHA= 1 - F1/F2

RETURN
END

DUCT OR CHAMBER AIR DENSITY

PURPOSE: ***
C*** CALCULATES THE DENSITY OF AIR AT PLANE·X. IF THE STATIC ***
C*** PRESSURE AT PLANE·X IS LESS THAN 4 IN. WATER, THEN RHX=RHOA.

icvwe

C*** INPUT VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. RHOA = DENSITY OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR,LB/CU. FT. ***
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C*** 2. TDO = DRY·BULB TEMPERATURE OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR, DEGREES ***
C*** FAHRENHEIT. ***
C*** 3. TDX = DRY·BULB TEMPERATURE AT PLANE·X, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. ***
C*** PLANE·X IS PLANE·4 FOR A DUCT APPROACH, OR PLANE·5 FOR A ***
C*** CHAMBER APPROACH. ***
C*** 4. PSX = FAN STATIC PRESSURE, IN. WATER. ***
C*** S. RHOB = BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, IN. MERCURY. ***
Q*** *1%*
C*************
c*** ***
C*** RETURNED VARIABLE: ***
C*** 1. RHOX =LB/CU.FT.FUNCTION

RHOX(RHOA,TDO,TDX,PSX,RHOB)
F1= (TDO+459.7)/(TDX+459.7)
F2= (PSX+13.63*RHOB)/(13.63*RHOB)
RHOX= RHOA*F1*F2
IF (PSX.LE.4.0)RHOX=RHOA

RETURN
END

BETARATIQC***
*1%*

C*** *1%*
C*** INPUT VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. D6 = DIAMETER OF NOZZLE DISCHARGE STATION,FT. ***C*** 2. D4 = DIAMETER OF DUCT PIEZOMETER STATION,FT. ***
C*** 3. NCODE = NOZZLE CODE INDICATING DUCT APPROACH OR CHAMBER ***
C*** APPROACH. ***
C*** A. NCODE = O : DUCT APPROACH ***
C*** B. NCODE = 1 : CHAMBER APPROACH *** -
C***

*1%*

(]******1%****1%******1%****·Ir1%*******
C*** *1%*
C*** RETURNED VARIABLE: ***
C*** 1. BETA = DIMENSIONLESS ***_
C*** ***

FUNCTION BETA(D6,D4,NCODE)
IF (NCODE) 2,2,3

2 DX=D4
BETA=D6/DX
RETURN

3 BETA=0
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RETURN
END

ENERGY FACTQR

DETERMINE THE VELOCITY PRESSURE UPSTREAM OF THE NOZZLE AT THE ***C*** STANDARD TRAVERSE STATIONS. SUFFICIENT ACCURACY FOR THIS ***
C*** STANDARD CAN BE OBTAINED FOR SETUPS QUALIFYING UNDER THIS ***
C*** STANDARD BY SETTING E=1.0 FOR CHAMBER APPROACH, E=1.043 FOR ***V
C*** DUCT APPROACH.

INPUT VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. NCODE = NOZZLE CODE INDICATING DUCT APPROACH OR CHAMBER ***
C*** APPROACH. ***C*** A. NCODE = 0 : DUCT APPROACH ***
C*** B. NCODE = 1 : CHAMBER APPROACH ***
C*** 2. PVR = AN ARRAY CONTAINING N VELOCITY PRESSURE READINGS FROM ***
C*** AN UPSTREAM TRAVERSE STATION.

RETURNED VARIABLE: ***
C*** 1. E = ENERGY FACTOR,DIMENSIONLESSFUNCTION

E(NCODE,PVR,N,PCODE)
C DIMENSION PVR(N)’ C IF (PCODE) 1,1,2
C

QCCC *** SUM UP MEASURED VELOCITY PRESSURE FACTORS. ****************GGC

C PVR1=0.
C PVR2 = 0. xC DO 10 I = 1,N
C PVR1 = PVR1 + PVR(I)**1.5
C PVR2 = PVR2 + PVR(I)**0.SAC

10 CONTINUE
C E = (PVR1/N)/(PVR2/N)**3
C RETURN _

1 IF (NCODE)3,3,4
3 E = 1.043

RETURN
4 E = 1.0

RETURN
END
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EXPANSIQN FACTQR

INPUT VARIABLES; ***
C*** 1. GAMMA = RATIO OF SPECIFIC HEATS, DIMENSIONLESS. ***
C*** 2. ALPHA = RATIO OF ABSOLUTE NOZZLE EXIT PRESSURE TO ***
C*** ABSOLUTE NOZZLE APPROACH PRESSURE, DIMENSIONLESS. ***
C*** 3. BETA = RATIO OF NOZZLE EXIT DIAMETER TO APPROACH DUCT ***
C*** DIAMETER, FEET.

RETURNED VARIABLES : ***
C*** 1. Y = EXPANSION FACTOR,DIMENSIONLESS.FUNCTION

YFACT(GAMMA,ALPHA,BETA)
Fl = GAMMA/(GAMMA-1.)
F2 = ALPHA **(2./GAMMA)
F3 = 1. - ALPHA**((GAMMA-1.)/GAMMA)
F4 = 1. — ALPHA
F5 = (F1*F2*F3/F4)**O.5
F1 = 1. · BETA**4
F2 = 1. - (BETA**4) * (ALPHA**(2./GAMMA))
F3 = (F1/F2)**0.5
YFACT = F3*FS

RETURN
END

REYNQLDS NUMBER

PURPOSE: ***
C*** AN APPROXIMATION FOR THE REYNOLDS NUMBER IS DESCRIBED BY THIS ***
C*** FUNCTION.

INPUT VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. C = DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT,DIMENSIONLESS. ***
C*** 2. D6 = DIAMETER OF THE DUCT AT STATION 6, FT. ***
C*** 3. VIS6 = VISCOSITY OF THE AIR AT STATION 6, LB/(FT·S). ***
C*** 4. Y = EXPANSION FACTOR, DIMENSIONLESS. ***
C*** S. PD = PRESSURE DROP ACROSS THE NOZZLE, IN. WATER. ***
C*** 6. RHOX = DENSITY OF THE AIR AT STATION X, LB/CU.FT. ***
C*** 7. E = ENERGY FACTOR, DIMENSIONLESS. ***
C*** 8. BETA = BETA RATIO, DIMENSIONLESS. ***
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RETURNED VARIABLE : ***
C*** 1. REY = REYNOLDS NUMBER,DIMENSIONLESS.FUNCTION

REY(C,D6,VIS6,Y,PD,RHOX,E,BETA) „
F1 = 1096./(60.*VIS6)
F2 = C*D6*Y
F3 = (PD*RHOX)/(1.—E*BETA**4)
REY = (F1*F2*F3**O.S)

RETURN
END

C
FUNCTION CFACT(C)
COMMON/EQZ/PD,Y,D6,RHX,EN,B,TDBD
VIS6=VISCO(TDBD)
RE= REY(C,D6,VIS6,Y,PD,RHX,EN,B)
CNEW= 0.9986-7.006/(SQRT(RE))+134.6/RE
CFACT = CNEW·C
RETURN
END

FLOW RATE FQR A DUCTED NQZZLE

PURPOSE: ***
C*** CALCULATES THE VOLUME FLOW RATE AT THE ENTRANCE OF A DUCTED ***
C*** NOZZLE.

INPUT VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. C = DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT, DIMENSIONLESS. ***
C*** 2. A6 = THROAT AREA AT STATION 6, SQ. FT. ***C*** 3. Y = EXPANSION FACTOR, DIMENSIONLESS. f ***
C*** 4. PD = PRESSURE DROP ACROSS NOZZLE, IN. WATER. ***
C*** 5. RHO4 = AIR DENSITY AT STATION 4, LB/CU.FT. ***
C*** 6. E = ENERGY FACTOR, DIMENSIONLESS. ***
C*** 7. BETA = BETA FACTOR, DIMENSIONLESS.

RETURNED VARIABLE: ***
C*** 1. QFOUR = VOLUME FLOW RATE AT THE ENTRANCE OF THE DUCTED ***C*** NOZZLE,
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FUNCTION QFOUR(C,A6,Y,PD,RHO4,E,BETA)
F1 = 1096 * C * A6 * Y
F2 = (PD/RHO4)**O.5
F3 = (1 — E * BETA**4)**0.5
QFOUR = F1 * F2 / F3

RETURN
END

FLOW RATE FQR A QHAMBERNOZZLE0***

PURPOSE: ***
0*** 1. Y = EXPANSION COEFFICIENT, DIMENSIONLESS. ***0*** 2. PD = PRESSURE DROP ACROSS NOZZLE, IN. WATER. ***
0*** 3. RHO5 = DENSITY OF AIR AT STATION 5, LB/ CU.FT. ***
0*** 4. C = AN ARRAY OF DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS, DIMENSIONLESS. ***
0*** 5. A6 = THROAT AREA AT STATION 6 ,SQ.FT.0***

RETURNED VARIABLE: ***0*** 1. QFIVE = VOLUME FLOW RATE AT THE ENTRANCE OF NOZZLE(S) WITH ***
0*** A CHAMBER APPROACH,CFM.FUNCTION

QFIVE(Y,PD,RHO5,0,A6,N)
DIMENSION 0(N),A6(N)
SUM = 0.
D0 10 I=1,N

SUM = SUM +C(I)10
CONTINUE
F1 = 1096 * Y
F2 = (PD/RHO5)**0.5
QFIVE = F1 * F2 * SUM

RETURN .
END

FAN AIRDENSITY0***

PURPOSE: ***
0*** 1. RHOA = DENSITY OF ATMOSPHERIC AIR, LB/CU.FT. ***
0*** 2. PT1 = TOTAL PRESSURE AT THE FAN INLET, IN. WATER. ***
0*** 3. TTl = TOTAL TEMPERATURE AT THE FAN INLET, ***
0*** DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. ***
0*** 4. RHOB = BAROMETRIC PRESSURE, IN. MERCURY. ***
0*** S. TDBA = AMBIENT DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE, DEGREES FAHRENHEIT. *** .
0*** 6. IOCODE = DUCT OR CHAMBER SETUP CODE. ***
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C*** A. IOCODE = O : PT1 = O. AND TT1 = TDBA ***
C*** B. IOCODE = 1 : PT1 = PT3 AND 'I'I‘1 = 'I‘DBA

RETURNED VARIABLE: ***
C*** 1. RHO = FAN AIR DENSITY,LB/CU.FT.FUNCTION

RHO(RHOA,PTl,PT3,RHOB,TDBA,IOCODE) ·
IF (IOCODE) 1,1,2

1 Fl = (PT1 + 13.63 * RHOB)/(13.63 * RHOB)
'1'I‘1 = TDBA
F2 = (TDBA + 459.7)/(TT1 + 459.7)
RHO = RHOA * F1 * F2

RETURN
2 F1 = ( PT3 * 13.63 * RHOB )/( 13.63 * RHOB )

'IT1 = TDBA
F2 = (TDBA + 459.7)/CFT1 + 459.7)
RHO = RHOA * F1 * F2

RETURN
END

FAN FLQW RATE

PURPOSE: ***
C*** FLOW CALCULATION FROM THE EQUATIONS OF CONTINUITY.

INPUT VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. QX = FAN FLOW RATE AT STATION X, CFM. ***C*** 2. RHOX = DENSITY OF AIR AT STATION X, LB/CU.FT. ***
C*** 3. RHO = DENSITY OF FAN AIR, LB/CU.FT.

RETURNED VARIABLES: ***
C*** 1. QFAN = FAN FLOW RATE,

CFM.FUNCTIONQFAN(QX,RHOX,RHO)
QFAN = QX * RHOX / RHO

RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ZEROUT(A, B, EPS, FUNC)
C UPDATE 8/17/76.
C RANGE SELECTOR ADDED.

REAL I, M
IC = 0
D = B - A

20 CONTINUE
IF(IC.GE.50) GO TO 30
FA = FUNC(A)
FB = FUNC(B)
FC = FA

I C = A
IF(SIGN(1.,FB).NE.SIGN(1.,FC)) GO TO 1
IC = IC + 1
IF(ABS(FA).GT.ABS(FB)) GO TO 21

E B = A + (2*EPS)
A = A - D
GO TO 20

30 CONTINUE
WRITE(9,100) IC,A,B,FA,FB

100 FORMAT(1X,°ZEROUT CANT FIND A RANGE IN°,I2,° ITERATIONS, LIMITS
$=°,2F12.6,° FuNcT10N VALUES = ',2F12.6)

RETURN
21 CONTINUE

A = B - (2*EPS)
B = B + D
GO TO 20

1 IF(ABS(FC) - ABS(FB)) 2, 3, 3
2 C = B

B = A
· A = C

FC = FB
FB = FA
FA = FC

3 IF(ABS(C-B)-2.*EPS) 12,12,4
4 M=(C+B)/2.0

DIV=FB—FA
IF(DIV.EQ.0.) GO TO 7
CALL OVERFL(IREG) _
I=(B-A)*FB/DIV
CALL OVERFL(IREG)
IF(IREG.NE.2) GO TO 7

5 I = -I + B
CHINT = (B - I) * (M - I)
IF(CHINT) 8, 8, 7

7 I = M _
8 IF(ABS(B—I) - EPS) 9, 10, 10
9 I = SIGN(1.,(C-B)) * EPS + B

10 A = B
B = I _
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FA = FB
FB = FUNC(B) ·
IF(SIGN(1.,FB) - SIGN(1.,FC)) 1, 11, 1

11 C = A
FC = FA ·
GO TO 1

12 A = (C + B)/2.0 .
FA = FUNC(A)
IF(SIGN(1.,FA).EQ.SIGN(l.,FB)) B=C
RETURN
END

FUNCTION VISCO(T)
REAL VISCO

VISCO=(11.00+0.018*T)*1E-06
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PSYCH(TDB,TWB,TDP,RH,ENTH11,HUAB8,PV,PSWB,PSDB,
*SPVOL,J)

C*** PSYCH IS BASED ON THE EQUATIONS PRESENTED BY
C*** D. B. BROOKER,PROFESSOR
C*** DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
C*** MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
C*** LECTURE NO.2, INSTITUTE FOR SIMULATION OF COOLING
C*** AND DRYING OF AG PRODUCTS, NOVEMBER 2-4,1970

DOUBLE PRECISION A(10)
- DATA A/.3515789D02,.24592588D02,.21182069D01,-.3414474D0O,
*.15741642D00,—.3132958SD—01,.38658282D-02,-.24901784D-03,
*.68401S59D-05,0.0DO0/

C*** J=0,DATA INPUT MUST BE DRY + WET BULB TEMPERATURES.
C*** J=1,DATA INPUT MUST BE DRY BULB + DEW POINT TEMPERATURES.
C*** J=2,DATA INPUT MUST BE DRY BULB TEMPERATURE &
C*** DECIMAL RELATIVE HUMIDITY.
C*** J=3,DATA INPUT MUST BE DRY BULB TEMPERATURE &
C*** ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY (HUAB8).

IF(J.EQ.0.0.AND.TDB.LT.TWB)WRITE(9,10)TDB,TWB
IF(J.EQ.1.0.AND.TDP.GT.TDB)WRITE(9,11)TDB,TDP
IF(J.EQ.2.0.AND.RH.GT.1.)WRITE(9,12)RH

10 FORMAT(° °,°TEMPERATURES ARE INCONSISTENT WITH PSYCHROMETRIC CHART
R TDM?. DRY BULB=°,El5.7/° ','TEMP. wET BuLB=',
*12 15 . 7 , 2x, ' c0M1>U*1*AT10N TRIED° )

11 FORMAT(1H ,°TEMPERATURES ARE INCONSISTENT WITH PSYCHROMETRIC',
. *' cHART,DRY BULB TEMPERATURE = °,E15.7/1H ,'DEW POINT ',

*°TEMPERATURE = °,El5.7,2X,'COMPUTATION TRIED°)
12 FORMAT(1H ,°DECIMAL RELATIVE HUMIDITY IS REQUIRED FOR PSYCH INPUT,

*RELATIVE HUMIDITY = °,El5.7,2X,°COMPUTATION TRIED°)
TDB=TDB+459.69
IF(J.EQ.0)TWB=TWB+459.69
IF(J.EQ. 1)TDP=TDP-+-459 . 69
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PATM=14.646
PSDB=PS(TDB)
IF(J.LT.3) GO TO 16
PV=PATM*(HUAB8/(0.6219+HUAB8))
GO TO 21

16 CONTINUE
IF (J-1) 19,101,201 '

19 CONTINUE
HVAP=HFG(TWB)
PSWB=PS(TWB)
B7=0.2405*(PSWB-PATM)/(0.62194*HVAP)
PV=B7*(TDB-TWB)+PSWB
KOUNT=O
DELTA=1.

18 X=PV _
_ B7=.2405*(PSWB-PATM)*(1.+.15577*PV/PATM)/(.62194*HVAP)

PV=B7*(TDB-TWB)+PSWB
Y=PV
DEL=Y-X
IF(ABS(DEL).LT.0.1) GO TO 21
KOUNT=KOUNT+1
IF(KOUNT.GT.20) GO TO 21
IF(DEL) 17,21,20

17 CONTINUE
IF(TDB-671.69) 121,122,122

122 DELTA=DELTA/2.
121 PV=PV-DELTA

GO TO 18
20 CONTINUE

IF(TDB-671.69) 123,120,12O
123 DELTA=DELTA/2.
120 PV=PV+DELTA

GO TO 18
21 CONTINUE

SUM=0.
DO 30 I=l,9
SUM=A(I)*(ALOG(10*PV))**(I-1)+SUM

30 CONTINUE
TDP=SUM+459.69
IF (J-1) 25,25,101

25 CONTINUE -
IF(J.EQ.2)GO TO 35
RH=PV/PSDB

35 CONTINUE
HVAPDP=HFG(TDP)
IF(J.EQ.3) GO TO 36
HUAB8=0.6219*PV/(PATM-PV)

36 CONTINUE
ENTH11=0.2405*(TDB-459.69)+HUAB8*(TDP-491.69)+HVAPDP*HUAB8+0.448

**(TDB -TDP)*HUAB8
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SPVOL=53.35*TDB/(144.*(PATM-PV))
TDB=TDB—459.69
TWB=TWB-459.69
TDP=TDP-459.69
GO TO 500

201 PV=RH*PSDB
GO TO 21

101 CONTINUE
DELTA=5.
IF (J-2) 106,105,10S

106 CONTINUE
PV=PS(TDP)

105 CONTINUE
TWB=TDP
KOUNT=0

”

102 PSWB=PS(TWB)
HVAPWB=HFG(TWB)
B7=(0.2405*(PSWB-PATM)*(1.+0.15577*PV/(PATM)))/(0.62194*(HVAPWB))
DEL=PSWB-PV-B7*(TWB-TDB)
X=ABS(DEL)
KOUNT=KOUNT+1
IF(KOUNT.GT.20) GO TO 104
IF(X.LT.0.001) GO TO 104
IF (DEL.GT.0.0) GO TO 103
TWB=TWB+DELTA
GO TO 102

103 DELTA=DELTA/2.
TWB=TWB-DELTA
GO TO 102 ‘

104 CONTINUE
GO TO 25

500 RETURN
END
FUNCTION HFG(T) _
IF(T-609.49) 1,2,2 ‘

1 CONTINUE
HFG=1075.8965-0.56983*(T-491.69)
GO TO 3

2 CONTINUE
HFG=(1354673.214-.9l25275587*T**2)**.5

3 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
FUNCTION PS(T) _
REAL*8 AA,BB,CC,DD,EE,FF,GG,RR,L2
DATA AA,BB,CC,DD,EE,FF,GG,RR/

*-.2740552583614256D05,.54l8960763289505D02,-.45l3703841126545
*D-01,.21532l1916363544D-04,-.4620266568199822D-08,.24161272098
*74D01,.l215465167060546D-02,.3206182232D04/

L2=(AA+BB*T+CC*T**2+DD*T**3+EE*T**4)/(FF*T-GG*T**2)

|
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PS=RR*DEXP(L2 )RETURNEND
FUNCTION THERM(T)A1=-1926 . 525+2788 . 188*T+208 . 8876*1**2

IF (A1)300, 300, 301300 A1=0.
301 THM=14. 0l179*T+86. 231552-SQRT(A1)THERM = 1. 8*THM +32. IRETURNEND
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